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Awards and Honors
—2006 Distinguished Alumni Awards—

James F. Davis
Citationists–Jean Bahr and Kenneth Ciriacks

Frederick A. Frey
Citationist–Clark Johnson

Walter D. Mooney
Citationist–Clifford Thurber

—Undergraduate Awards–Professor Phil Brown, Presenter—

The Hilldale Award
William S. Cassata, with Professor Brad Singer

The Wasatch-Uinta Field Camp Scholarships
Justin M. Fairchild
Frank E. Klein
Ryan J. Kolb
Nicholas T. Legg
John Alcorta
Alexis F. Rodriguez

The Paull Family Undergraduate Scholarship in Geology and Geophysics
Paul D. Schlicht

The Laurence Dexter Environmental Scholarship
Martin J. Alvarado
Anna C. Dahl

The Outstanding Sophomore Award
Melinda M. Rau

The Lowell R. Laudon Outstanding Junior Scholarships
Megan R. Bender
Tyler J. Krucas
William S. Cassata
Ryan J. Sharma
David O. Doncheck
Meredith A. Wismer

The Mack C. Lake Outstanding Senior Scholarships
Matthew J. Carter
Daniel G. Hallau
Frank E. Klein

T.C. Chamberlin Scholarships
Brian J. Allen
Justin R. Brown
Justin M. Fairchild
Benjamin T. Kirby
Nicholas T. Legg

The James J. and Dorothy T. Hanks Award in Geophysics
Francisco Correa-Mora

—Graduate Awards–Professor Charles Byers, Presenter—

The Stanley A. Tyler Teaching Awards
Adam R. Eisenach
JoAnn R. Gage

The Thomas E. Berg Teaching Award
Carolyn A. Moeller

The Albert and Alice Weeks Outstanding Research Paper Awards
Aaron J. Cavosie
Heidi A. Crosby
Brian R. Jicha
Nancy J. Mahlen
Sarah J. Titus

The George J. Verville Award in Geology and Geophysics
Erik N. Hoffmann

Van Hise Graduate Fellowship
Lauren M. Chetel

—Board of Visitors’ Presentations—

The Distinguished Undergraduate Student Award
Craig C. Schuettpelz

The Distinguished Graduate Student Award
Eric M. Horsman

—Geoclub Presentations—

Kathy Staffier, Geoclub President